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Abstrak
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Abstract

This study aims to reveal the Girl’s Power issue and other dominant issues expressed in *The 5th Wave* novel written by Rick Yancey. Differences in perspective are assumed to bring up differences between one person and another in reviewing a novel. The primary data source is in the form of reader reviews on Goodreads website in *The 5th Wave* novel published in 2013. The secondary data source comes from previous research relating to the writing of the novel under study. This research uses qualitative research where data collection is mostly from words or text, and analyzing words subjectively. There are four dominant issues found, namely character and racterization, point of view, plot, and writing style of the novel. In *The 5th Wave* novel shows how the depiction of Girl’s Power is delivered by the main female characters. There are three findings in this issue, namely the Girl’s Power represented by Cassie’s independence, confidence, and empowerment.
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